
Meadow Bug Hunt
Grade 3

Research Project Approach
This excursion can help you reach more learning
outcomes if you take a research project approach,
incorporating activities before you leave the
classroom and after you return.

Some pre-outing ideas: 
• Describe the bug hunt activity and ask, “What

questions do you think we will be able to answer
when we return?”

• Guide the discussion towards ways to make sure
you get the answers, and plan to incorporate
these during the activity.

• Ask students to predict the variety of creatures
they will find. Can they group these predictions?
Which group do they predict will have the most
kinds of bugs? 

• As a class, draw a chart of these predictions on
one side of the piece of fabric or plastic you plan
to bring (see materials). 

During- and post-outing ideas:
• Ask students to place their microboxed creatures

on to the appropriate part of a chart so they can
compare their predictions with their sampling
results after the slide show part of the Bug Hunt
activity.

• Or, simply compare charted predictions to results
when you return to the classroom.

• If predictions were not made, ask students to
sort the microboxed creatures into groups on the
fabric.

• What conclusions can they draw? What new
knowledge do they have that they didn’t have
before about the variety of creatures in a
meadow?

• Can they compare the variety of life found in the
mowed grass to the long meadow grasses? What
conclusions can they draw about this?

When
In May or June. The later the better, as warmer days
lead to more creatures to find. Afternoon is best,
again because warmth means more active visible
insects. 

Take a snack and a drink, if you wish, and enjoy the
best of the day. Bring up the idea of sunshine as
often as you can—it will help the concepts emerge. 
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Learning Outcomes
Grades 2-3 life science: animals in the
environment
• describe structures that enable animals to

survive in different environments
• demonstrate a knowledge of what animals

need to survive 
• explain how animals interact with each other

Grades 2-3 applications of science
• use simple magnifiers or microscopes to

observe things
• formulate questions to guide observation and

investigations
• identify patterns and groupings to draw

conclusions from information
• use a variety of science equipment safely

(Pooters are a type of collecting tool that
insect scientists/entomologists call
“aspirators”)

Key Points:
• leaves capture the sun’s energy to make food
• insects eat leaves (and each other) to get some

of the sun’s energy for themselves
• all plants and creatures on Bowen share the

sun’s energy in an interconnected web of life

Skipper



Total Materials List
• gathering call (see Wildlife Detectives excursion

for Grades 1-2)
• leaf slide frames
• a tablecloth-sized, unpatterned, light coloured

piece of fabric or plastic
• big bug net
• tape
• pooter-making materials per student: 

- 1 fat plastic straw - 1 skinny straw 
- 1 bug screen - 1 microbox

• ball of flagging tape

Activities
1. Waken Your Senses
Where: 
Snake Field (few snakes found here). For location
see the Meadow Bug Hunt Trail Map and Focus Sheet
brochure that comes with this package.

Time: 5 min.

Why: 
Introduces sensory observation skills, focuses
attention on environment. This activity also collects
the class under your leadership at the outset to
remind them that this is schoolwork, not recess!

Materials: none

How: 
Form a circle, and begin to rub your hands together.
Ask students to do the same. “Faster! Harder! Now
take your hands apart, and then bring them almost,
but not quite, together. Can you feel that tingling
feeling between your hands? That’s your sense of
touch. We’ll be using this sense today to investigate
nature and plants. Now take that tingling feeling
and put in on your ... eyes! Right, Jason. We’ll be
using our eyes today too. What else?” ... and
continue through the other senses, smelling the air
together, and tasting it (“but that’s the only thing
we’re going to taste today”) and listening. 

Next Stop: 
Hike down to the park trail and turn left towards
the hatchery. Ask the class to help you find the
notched tree on the right edge of the trail directly
across from the rising rock cliff (See the photo and
map in the Meadow Bug Hunt Trail Map and Focus Sheet
brochure). Look for the salmonberry bushes just
ahead.

2. Leaf Slides
Where: 
From the notched tree and cliff landmark, look
ahead to see the bend in the trail. Just around that
bend is where the salmonberry bushes are thickly
growing and students can most easily reach the
leaves.

Time: 10 minutes 

Why: 
There is surprising beauty and complexity in a plain
leaf. This activity also introduces energy capture
concept, and enables web of life and energy cycle
concepts.

Key Point: 
Leaves capture the sun’s energy to make food. 

Materials: leaf slide frames
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Know Your Salmonberry
• leaf is in three parts, like

a beard and moustache
• flowers are pink
• berries are yellow or red



How: 
“Now it’s time for the slide show”, you say. “But
instead of a dark space, we need a bright spot on
the trail. This looks like the spot.”

Show the class a leaf slide frame. “The pictures to
go into the frames are leaves. There are live ones
hanging all around you that you can use without
injuring them (demonstrate gently sliding a leaf
into the frame while it’s still attached to the bush),
or you can use dead leaves if you can find one.
Hold your slide up to the light for viewing, and
you’ll be able to experience the incredible beauty in
leaves.”

Set the boundaries of how far along the trail they
can go (within easy reach of your voice), and hand
out the leaf slides. Ask them to try several leaves
until they find a picture that specially pleases them
with its beauty. All leaves work well in the slides,
live or dead, green or brown, colourful or drab, as
long as they cover the opening in the frame. You
may hear exclamations as they focus on their
slides, such as “Wow! You can see all the veins and
colours!” 

Mingle, ask questions and admire. When everyone
has settled on a slide, continue. “Now I’ll show you
a different way to focus and view your leaf slide.
Hold your slide up to the sky, close one eye, and
bring the leaf right up to your eye. Then, slowly
move the slide back toward the sky until the leaf
comes into focus. See what happens?”

The blur of coloured light suddenly becomes a clear
image, and the veins, patterns and intricate
wrinkles all leap forth. Another “Wow!” 

Ask students to look at their leaf as a factory. The
green is chlorophyll, a substance that captures the
sun’s energy and turns it into food for the plant.
The veins carry water to the factory, and then carry
the food away to the parts of the plant that need it.
Air pollution from this factory is oxygen, which we
need. “Perhaps one day all factories will be so
clean, safe, and quiet.”

Ask students to share the pictures in their slides
with others nearby. Then they can set their leaves
free, and return their leaf slide to you.

(Activity adapted from Steve Van Matre’s
Acclimatization Walks)

Next Stop: 
Turn right at the next trail junction towards the
meadow (See the map in the brochure).

3. Bug Hunt
Where:
The best hunting grounds are past the riding ring,
at the end of the mown area to the left of the trail
where the long meadow grasses begin. 

If you have time, consider doing the bug hunt in the
short mown grass first, and then in the long meadow
grasses. By comparing habitats, your class should be
able to clearly see that a greater variety and more
individual creatures live in the complex meadow
community—it’s like old growth forest to bugs. 

Time: at least 25 minutes 

Why: 
Awareness and appreciation of variety of the insect
life, and introduction of the plant-eater idea to
enable web of life and energy cycle concepts.

Key Point: 
Insects eat leaves (and each other) to get some of
the sun’s energy for themselves.

Materials: 
• a tablecloth-sized, unpatterned, light coloured

piece of fabric or plastic
• big bug net
• gathering call

Per student: 
• 1 microbox
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• 1 skinny straw (grocery store size, but
only 5 cm. long or so, fits inside fat
straw)

• 1 fat plastic straw (McDonalds size,
about 5 cm long)

• 1 bug screen (1 square cm. piece of
pantyhose)

• about 5 cm of tape (plastic or masking
tape will be fine)

Long

Mowed



How:
Build a Pooter: 
Before they can catch creatures, they need to make
a simple, safe tool to catch them with. 

Ask the class to be seated in a circle on the short
grass and hand around the materials (fat straw,
skinny straw, bug screen). When everyone has all
three pieces, ask them to:

• identify the fat and skinny straws
• put the bug screen over one end of the skinny

straw
• insert this covered end into the end of fat straw
• they should end up with a tube with a bug screen

across the middle inside
• ask them to look down the tube to check that

there are no gaps in the bug screen
• if OK, pass them a piece of tape to wrap around

the joint

“A pooter is a bug catcher that you can suck up
bugs with, but they can’t get into your mouth. To
use it, you sneak the end up slowly toward the
unsuspecting creature (demonstrate on a pretend
bug –e.g., a grass seed) and
then—ssip—suck it up! Did
you see how I quickly put
my finger over the end?
Now it’s caught. It’s in the
tube, but I can’t see it, so
I need to pop it into
one of these.” 

Microboxes: 
Show them a microbox and it’s amazing one-
handed lid action, and demonstrate how to gently
poot the creature out of the straw and into the
microbox. “Not too hard, or it will splat on the
bottom or bounce out. Ouch! We don’t want to hurt
these creatures, after all. Just a gentle “poot” and
out they come. That’s why they are called pooters.
Then you flip the lid closed, watching out for their
legs, and you can see the creatures clearly.”

The task is to catch amazing creatures. Let them
know that they have 10 minutes or so, and that you
have a few more bug boxes if needed. Remind them
about the gathering call—you’ll probably need it.
Set your boundaries, including some short grass in
the hunting grounds, and let them go.

Some children may not know where to start. You
can suggest that they use their hands to look into
the hearts of flowers, the undersides of flowers and
leaves, under dead grass on the ground, or only in
the short grass if they are feeling cautious.

Knowing the Names: 
So many different kinds of creatures can be found
in this meadow that it’s difficult for even a
seasoned naturalist to know them all. Instead, take
the descriptive approach and ask students to make
up names. This is how the first European
naturalists on the West Coast did it, after all. Most
Latin names are descriptive too. “Golden-eyed Fly”
is fine, or how about “Great Red-legged Daredevil
Grasshopper”?

Using the Big Net: 
At some point,
spread out the
piece of fabric,
seize the big net
and sweep it
quickly right
through the
stems of long
grasses and
meadow plants
in a series of
rustling figure

eights. This is not a slow, gentle exercise—push the
net among the stems, not above them. You are
trying to surprise fast flying insects and scoop them
up before they know what’s happening. Immediately
flip the net so the rim is past vertical and the
fabric’s weight closes the net’s mouth (see photo on
facing page). If you must peek, look in through the
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side, without
opening the
mouth of the
net. 

Call out for
students who have

not caught
anything yet to

come over, because
you’re going to empty

your net. Others who are
ready for a change will come as well. When they are
assembled, kneeling on the edge of the fabric,
pooters at the ready, turn the net mouth down and
drop the net inside out through it. Insects should
fall to the fabric surface and collect themselves for
a few seconds before they fly. Students may well
catch some different varieties if they are quick.

Ask successful hunters to help anyone still without
a bug. When you judge the time is ripe, and that
most people have something, if only a tiny rejected
snail in their box, call them in for another slide
show.

Creature Slide Show: 
The scene may feel a bit chaotic now, as excitement
and curiosity will be running high. To focus all that
energy, try this. 

Use the gathering call. This is the chance for
everyone to see the amazing variety of life
(biodiversity) of a meadow. These slides are going
to be in a carousel, so the class will need to stand
in a circle, with pooters in a pocket or behind an
ear. Everyone needs a microbox to pass on to the
next person at your signal. Ask students with more
than one inhabited microbox to lend
them to any remaining bug-less
students. 

“Will you be able to recognize
your creatures when they
come back to you after
their trip around the
circle? Take a good
look at them now,
and tell them not
to be frightened,
because their
microboxes will
protect them
until they are back
with you. 

Take your right hand, and

put it on the shoulder of the person to the right of
you. Look around—some of you are different—
there. Good! That’s the person that you will pass
the boxes to when I say CLICK. When you get your
own creature again, let me know.” 

Begin with a CLICK. They just need a few moments
per creature. You may want to comment on the
creatures as they come to you, such as “Wow! I
wonder why this black beetle has such big jaws!” or
“I didn’t know that some spit bugs were pale
yellow”. This is probably the best time to bring up
the idea that these creatures eat leaves (or each
other) to get some of the sun’s energy for
themselves—but if it doesn’t happen, don’t worry,
that’s what the next activity is all about.

As students begin to recover their own boxes, ask
them to step back out of the circle while you keep
CLICKing until all creatures are back with their own
students. 

After the slide show, either begin grouping and
comparing creatures as suggested in research
project approach (above), or else students can
release the creatures into their homes, as close as
possible to where they were actually captured. Then
students can return empty microboxes to you—they
can keep their pooters.

Next Stop: 
Head back, stopping just after you leave the main
park trail. 
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4. Web of Life
Where: 
The junction where the trail to the school heads up
from the park trail.

Time: 15 minutes 

Why: 
Summarize energy cycle concept, introduce
interconnectedness concept, review.

Key Point: 
All plants and creatures on Bowen share the sun’s
energy in an interconnected web of life. 

Materials: 
ball of flagging tape

How: 
Collect group in a circle once again. “Now let’s
review what we’ve learned. Think of all the things
we’ve discovered and ideas we’ve talked about. This
is one of them—who can guess what this bright
ball is?” Hold the ball of flagging tape out in the
centre of the circle. (Hints: everything alive on earth
depends on it, out here floating in space) “Right—
it’s the sun, shining out its energy. And what is
something we looked at today that catches the
sun’s energy? Excellent, Sheila. You can be a
salmonberry leaf.” Pass her the end of the tape. 

“What kind of thing would take the sun’s energy
from a salmonberry? Sure, Jeffrey, a bird eating a
berry from the bush is taking energy.” Stretch the
tape across to him so he can hold it too. The tape
is now stretched across part of the circle, and you
still have the ball. Look across the circle—“Who can
think of another kind of sun-catcher leaf that we
saw today? OK, Jason! You can be the leaves
of grass! We need lots of grass—who
else would like to be grass? Great.
Ben and Louisa can be grass
leaves too.” Pass the tape to
each child, again so that they
can hold on to the strand,
and so that you still have
the ball. The first strands
of the web are now in
place. Now you can ask
about the insects: “What
about you, Emily? Is there
an insect you’d like to be
that might eat grass leaves?”

Continue asking students for things they remember,
and linking each into the web. Soon you can start
making interconnections too. “And Ryan, do you
think that red and brown spider might like to eat
the golden-eyed fly as well as the great red-legged
daredevil grasshopper to get it’s energy? You bet!
That’s what predators do. Here you go, Emily,
you’re the golden-eyed fly, right?” Now she has two
hands holding the tape, which is looking more and
more like a web. Involve everyone. Even very open
questions such as “What else lives in the forest?”
will produce plants or creatures that either catch
sunlight or eat other creatures already present. You
don’t have to stick to eating, either—woodpeckers
nesting in tree trunks, other birds use spider web
silk to line their nests, bacteria decompose dead
creatures, and so on. 

“What a fabulous web! All built with the energy of
the sun. Let’s make it jump and jingle with life!”
Take hold of the web—jiggle it and shake it a little.
“I can almost see the energy zooming around! And
now—slow down—we’re going to gently lay it down
on the ground and take one step back. What a
beautiful pattern. And what a grand time we’ve had
today—thanks for making all those neat
discoveries.” 

Wrap up the excursion, and bundle the web away
into a plastic bag for later re-winding.

That’s it for the grade 3 Teaching Trails activities.
Hope you enjoy them!
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